Explanation of Selling Parish Council Accounts
Our account file consists of three pages. The top page is the summary and the second page is a list
of payments through one financial year. The third page breaks down the Administration payments
in to different categories so that it can easily be seen how much we have spent on one particular
item eg salaries.

Summary
The brought forward figure at the top of the summary sheet shows the figure left in the bank from
the end of the previous financial year. This amount is agreed with the internal auditor. On the
lefthand side the income is listed as it arrives in the bank. Line 7 changes each month as interest is
added to our reserve account. Total amount received by 25th Feb 2018 is shown as £11659.19. This
is carried over to the righthand side and added to the amount brought forward at the beginning of
the year giving a total of £24595.46. Underneath that figure is total of outgoings (less unbanked
cheques). This figure comes directly from the Payment details page and is updated automatically, so
it is always correct. Underneath that is total of income less expenditure - £15760.48. On the left
hand of the page the amount on the bank statements are shown and their total should match that
figure - £15760.48.

Payment details

Clicking on the tab for the payment details at the bottom of the summary page brings up this list of
payments. Payments are listed from April to March each year. The estimates at line 2 are taken
from our budget/precept details and are to allow us to check if we are on target. Line four shows
the date the cheque is raised, who we paid, the bank statement page number showing the payment
has gone through, the amount without VAT, VAT, and the grand total. The following four columns
shows the breakdown of expenditure, either Admin, Grants, Energy (electricity) and maintenance.
The majority of items fall in to the admin category and these payments are explained in more detail
on the Admin Breakdown tab.

If you scroll down to the bottom of the Payment details page you will find the most recent payments
– March 7th cheques are listed. Then there is a running total on row 78. This shows outgoings as
£9212.44.
Listed under Uncleared Cheques are those new cheques and any others that have not cleared the
bank, with a grand total showing of £377.46. If you subtract the uncleared cheques from the
outgoings the total is £8834.98 – this is the figure that feeds in to the summary page of outgoings
taken away from our total income. If you look at our estimates on line 2 compared to our actuals on
line 78 you will see that we are slightly under budget at the moment.

Admin breakdown
Going to the third tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet gives details of our admin costs.
The different categories are listed along the top, salaries, expenses, subscriptions, training, insurance
and professional fees. These were recommended by our internal auditor, but we could add to them
in future if decided.

Scrolling down to the bottom of that page gives the running totals for each category and the total for
admin. This total is compared with the total for Admin on the payment page and any difference is
noted in line 82 – currently 0.00. This is just a double check that all figures have been inputted
correctly.

